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The Port of Kawasaki, has been an asset to the development of industry and life in the Tokyo metropolitan area, not just as the central port 
of the Keihin Industrial Zone, but also as the city s base for supplying energy. It has made progress as an international trading port, and plays 
as an important role as a distribution hub in the Metropolitan area. This is in accordance with the improvement of the distribution service in 
Higashi-Ohgishima, which has gained the capacity of a commercial port in recent years. Currently, many projects have been planned in the 
coastal area. The Port of Kawasaki makes use of its great potential as a transport junction for land, sea and air. A highly attractive port area is 
available in the Metropolitan area.
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The port of Kawasaki, supporting distribution in the Tokyo Metropolitan area
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Utsunomiya (Tochigi Pref) 158.2km
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The New Road Plan between Higashi-Ohgishima and Mizue-cho

The Port of Kawasaki is located in easy access to Yokohama, Tokyo, the Chiba-Boso Peninsula, and the northern Kanto Region, including 
Yamanashi Prefecture by use of the Tokyo Bay Shore Route, the Metropolitan Expressway Kanagawa Route No. 1, the Tokyo Bay Route
(Aqua-Line) and other highways. Also, Kawasaki Port Container Terminal is located only about 2 km from the Higashi-Ohgishima entrance 
for the Tokyo Bay Shore-Route and about 7 km from the Daishi entrance for the Metropolitan Expressway Kanagawa Route No.1.

Access to the coastal area

The Submerged Tunnel of the Port of Kawasaki, which is the only connecting passage between Higashi-Ohgishima and the urban 
district, is being strained by increasing traffic volume coming from continuing development in Higashi-Ohgishima.  Consequently, Kawa-
saki City is proceeding with new road development to link Mizuecho and Higashi-Ohgishima. To strengthen disaster-prevention functions, 
promote smooth transport of port freight, alleviate traffic jams, reduce environmental burdens and enhance road networks for the 
Keihin-Rinkai region as a whole, so as to promote the strengthening of logistics functions on Higashi-Ohgishima and wide-area linkage 
with the Port of Yokohama and the Port of Tokyo, development of port roads will be promoted, with an aim for early service.
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Higashi-Ohgishima (Center of various functions of logistics)

An Overview of Higashi-Ohgishima

431 14 50,000 1
240 4.5 700 4
185 10 15,000 2
240 12 30,000 7
130 7.5 5,000 11
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The total area of Higashi-Ohgishima is 4,430,000 m2. 
There are 25 foreign trade wharves as well as a container 
wharf. The total length of the wharves are 4,151 m and 
the total area of the freight handling yards are 388,035 m2

(including exclusive yards). On the east side, there is a 
storage area for refrigerated products, while directly 
behind the west side s container terminal is the Higashi-
Ohgishima Integrated Distribution Area, which includes 
the Kawasaki FAZ Distribution Center and advanced 
distribution facilities.
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Gantry Crane

Kawasaki Port Container Terminal

Currently, 431m of a 680m wharf extension of the Kawasaki Port Container Terminal has been completed, and due to a water depth 
of -14m, 50,000 ton-class ships are able to dock. It is possible for two 200m long vessels to berth and manage the containers simultane-
ously. In addition, to ensure shortening of the lead time and punctuality, and to improve cargo collection, a gantry crane was added, for 
a total of 3 gantry cranes. (Vessels of less than 10,000 gross tons are exempt from the mandatory pilotage requirement.)

Since April 2014, management of the Kawasaki Port Container Terminal is being handled jointly by a cooperative business unit made 
up of Yokohama-Kawasaki International Port Corporation, which is a designated port and harbor operating company, and Kawasaki 
Rinko Soko Futo Co., Ltd.

Van pool

Van 
pool



Chassis trailer pool

Entrance

Parking area
Office Building

DG stacking area

Power points for a refrigerated container

All-weather inspection Areas

Temporary storage space for dangerous
substances

Maintenance-Shop

Terminal entrance and office building

Quarantine area
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Terminal area 245,000 L=700m/ W=350m

Yard capacity
5,600TEU 6,900TEU

(storage up to 6,900 TEU possible after maintenance construction is completed)

Gantry Crane
40.6 Three Net rated lifting capacity=40.6 tons

16 5 5 more are planned in the future

Transfer Crane 40.6 Eight Net rated lifting capacity=40.6 tons

Wharf
14 431 680 20

Water depth 14m, Wharf Length 431m (680m are planned to extend in the future), Apron in width 20m

Vessel 50,000DWT Container vessel with less than 50,000DWT

Number of gates 2 6 Two entrance booths  (Up to 6 are possible)
2 4 Two exit booths  (Up to 4 are possible)

Power points for a refrigerated container 294 outlets

Office building 1 5 A five-story building 

Van Pool 4,000TEU

All-weather inspection Areas
18

Space available for 18 containers to be inspected simultaneously
Maintenance-shop 1 A building 910

Temporary storage space for dangerous substances Max 240 TEU  (Possible) 

Gantry Crane

Container Vessel

(Additional installation possible)

Terminal overview (Table)
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Kawasaki FAZ Distribution Center

Storage Processing Shipment,
loading

Higashi-Ohgishima Distribution Warehouses
 (Japan's Preeminent Refrigerated Warehouse Complex)

There are many distribution warehouses in Higashi-Ohgishima, and distribution 
activities are being carried out actively. In particular, the storage capacity of refrigerated 
warehouses has reached approximately 960,000 tons, boasting one of the top in Japan.

At the  Kawasaki FAZ Distribution Center  the overall 
facilities are designated as a comprehensive bonded area. At 
this Center, shortening of the delivery period and reduction of 
transportation costs can be promoted since uniform manage-
ment of complex operations such as disposal, storage, 
processing, exhibition, etc. of foreign cargo is possible in a 
state where customs duty, consumption tax, etc. are deferred 
(bonded), and also due to functionality such as the good site 
location condition of being located in a seaboard area and a 
45ft container trailer being able to directly enter each level 
through a rampway. In addition, management of foreign cargo 
is also simplified, and the construction of a just-in-time import 
distribution system is possible.
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1st term

2nd term

Container Terminal

Higashi-Ohgishima Integrated Distribution Area

Behind the container terminal, there is public  use land o f 
approximately 23 ha. Its characteristic  of being adjacent to port 
and harbor facilities such as the container terminal is being put to 
full use, and companies that are befitted to sophistication of port 
and harbor distribution functions have been aimed at their location. 
Four companies have started operations in the Phase 1 district 
(approximately 12.6 ha), and 5 companies have moved into and 
expanded operations in the Phase 2 district (approximately 9.9 ha).
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Chidori-cho (A wharf with a history of distributing to Japa s rapid economic growth)

120 -7.3 3,000 1
171 -9 10,000 1
190 -10 15,000 1
220 -10 15,000 1
211 -10 15,000 1
209 -10 15,000 1
180 -10 15,000 1
332 -4.5 1,000 3

An overview of Chidori-cho

At Chidori-cho, where public wharves were 
first built in Kawasaki city after the war, mineral 
products, miscellaneous goods and various 
cargos are loaded. The facilities include seven 
large-ship mooring berths with a quay length 
of 1,301 m, ordinary sorting/handling area of 
24,753 m2, dedicated sorting area of 225,819 
m2, and sheds of 14,096 m2. The wharves are 
currently used for handling gravel/sand, 
limestone, scrap iron and various bulk cargos.
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The Chidori-cho Redevelopment Project

At Chidori-cho, we formulated  The Chidori-cho Redevelopment Project Plan  in August 2010 to improve the function of public 
wharves that have become decrepit. In the future, we will promote rearrangement and redevelopment of this area based on this plan, 
such as by repairing the quay and rearranging, upgrading and improving warehouses. We are aiming to form a general freight base 
based on function allotment with the Higashi-Ohgishima area.

In the Chidori-cho district, we formulated  The Chidori-cho Redevelopment Project Plan  in August 2010 to improve the function of 
public wharves that have become decrepit. In the future, we will promote increased cargo handling efficiency based on this plan, by 
promoting repair of the quay and rearrangement and redevelopment of port and harbor facilities such as warehouses. We are aiming to 
form a general freight base based on function allotment with the Higashi-Ohgishima area.
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Wide-Range Cooperation between the Three Ports (Tokyo, Kawasaki, Yokohama)

Operation of the container terminal by a port and harbor operating company

The mayor of Kawasaki City, mayor of Yokohama City, and governor of Tokyo share a 
sense of crisis with respect to the Keihin Port (Port of Kawasaki, Port of Yokohama, Port 
of Tokyo) falling off of the main global shipping routes if nothing is done about the interna-
tional status of the ports and harbors of Japan declining due to great strides by ports in 
Asia; in order to strengthen the global competitive power of the Tokyo Bay, the mayors and 
governor have agreed to promote comprehensive linkage with regard to the Keihin Port, 
and concluded a basic agreement in March 2008. In addition, in February 2010,  Joint 
Vision for Keihin Port,  which presents the orientation of policies geared toward the future 
image of the Keihin ports and its realization was formulated, and in August, Keihin Port was 
selected as a Strategic International Container Port, towards which priority investments are 
carried out by the national government. Furthermore, in September 2011,  Comprehen-
sive Plan for Keihin Port  was established. Based on this plan, the ports and harbors plan 
is being revised and approaches, etc. for consolidation of cargo oriented toward usage 
and promotion of the Keihin Port are being carried out.

In March 2016, Yokohama-Kawasaki International Port Corporation (YKIP) 
was designated as a port and harbor operating company in Keihin Port by the 
Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, and has come to 
operate the container terminals of the Port of Yokohama and Port of Kawasa-
ki in an integrated manner. 

As for the basic functions of the Port of Yokohama and Port of Kawasaki, 
the Port of Yokohama serves as an export/import base where sea routes, 
including main routes, to various directions around the world gather. The Port 
of Kawasaki takes on the role of a base that handles import and export cargo 
in Asia utilizing Japan s largest refrigerated warehouses, etc.

Taking into consideration such a division of functions of the two ports, the 
City of Kawasaki is cooperating with Yokohama-Kawasaki International Port 
Corporation to make approaches toward development of port and harbor 
facilities corresponding to maritime trends and users  needs, as well as 
toward port sales oriented domestically and internationally.


